"As another DX season rolls to a close I want to try and redeem myself a little by thanking you for all the time and effort you put out for us boys not just this season but every season. I'm afraid I think of your efforts often but am neglectful in conveying my written appreciation. I know how much time and effort you must put into this work for the boys and I would like to extend my sincere thanks to you for the endless hours of toil and use of your time on our behalf for the past years and years previous when I have neglected to convey my thanks. Sure wish it wasn't so far back to the Convention and that I could get a vacation at the right time. Sure would like to get to meet some of you fellows."

- Karl Raymond, 515 Third Street, Manhattan Beach, California.

**NEW MEMBERS**

DONALD ROLLER - Route #1 - Dupont Road - Fort Wayne 8, Indiana

HOWARD PERKINS - 19153 Genesee Road - Euclid 7, Ohio (re-joining)

ROBERT A. STIEFOLD - Bennett Road, R. D. #2 - Dunkirk, New York

JOHN CLEMENTS - P. O. Box #733 - Turlock, California

KEN TANDROW - 17842 Kinzie Street - Northridge, California

BRUCE CLEVELAND - 12 Billings Lane - Jamaica Plain 30, Massachusetts

JIM D. THOMPSON (and fiancée Nancy) - 961 North Longfellow Street - Arlington 5, Va.

**RENEWALS**

Alex MacKenzie
Ray Moore
John Hoogerheide
Everett Johnson
Murray Lamont
John Cowles
Lowell Bush
William Prater
Lew Carter
Ken Murphy
Erick Johnson
Herbert Foster

EX. Lendvánszky
Ernest Michels
Pete Taylor
John Hackett
Bob Brown
Howard Kemp

Harold Williams
Bernie Duffy
Albert Shinton
Pete Jacobson
Ron Nason

**NRC DX CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Time Range</th>
<th>Time Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr 5</td>
<td>WGBE</td>
<td>Atlanta, Georgia</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00 EST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 6</td>
<td>WHED</td>
<td>Washington, North Car.</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>3:15 - 3:45</td>
<td>3:15 - 3:45 EST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>Chilliwack, B. C.</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00</td>
<td>12:01 - 11:00 PST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 22</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>Chilliwack, B. C.</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00</td>
<td>12:01 - 11:00 PST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 19</td>
<td>CHWK</td>
<td>Chilliwack, B. C.</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00</td>
<td>12:01 - 11:00 PST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WGBE**

This program was rescheduled from April 4 to avoid all-nighters. This is the first DX program ever carried by WGBE, and musical requests are asked. Marv Robbins, our new member, will be on if his three-day pass comes through. WGBE is non-directional, 250 watts. Reports go to Mr. Henry W. Lanham, Owner and General Manager, whom we thank. Arrl; MARVIN ROBBINS

**WHED**

This station failed to come on because Mr. W. W. Moore, their manager, was called out of town. "Washington's Good Will Station" this will come on or this date rather than as formerly scheduled. We hope you'll all have good luck in hearing this station, and we thank Mr. Moore for rescheduling his DX for us. Let's bombard him with our DX reports, then, ma! Arrl. KHUS.
By means of March 15th "DX News" taking nine days from that date to reach me, instead of the usual four days) I missed out on logging rare catch WJOY, who DX'd a few hours before I got notice of same, in that terribly delayed bulletin. Too bad notice of WJOY's DX wasn't in March 6 "DX News"! That series outnumbered additions to my heard log the past week is a positive indication that another DX season is nearing its end. Letters are in from: WPFF WKN WLYN WKB EKNO while KFBG is like a local down here.

Legends of the members

March 27, 1954
March 27, 1954

“DX N.Y. S.”

Ruralia of the Members

J. Warren Bussman – 201 South West Street – York, Pennsylvania

Excuse very good and very bad here lately. Mar. 8, first TPs of the season for me with 172-800 best 4:20-4:45, 2ML-1200, 2ML-1440 and possibly 20N-1540 – not enough time to try for ID. Wanted to report at least one and picked YN. WKN-1230 testing at 3:40, WCKH-1340 and f/c 3:48. Also a weak one on 1150 kc/s. to 4 a.m., possibly KANJ. A good morning if only call letters were given more frequently to save time. 3/9 – WEGG-1440 f/c at 4:30, WOBA-950 testing 4:53, then WSPA and WZAN signed on at 5 a.m., CBOF-930 on and good 5:20. (signed on earlier). 3/11 – KVOA-1350 testing at 4:30, then WZON and WTVG signed on at 5:30. 3/14 – WTVG good on their DX. 3/15 – WERF-1480 testing at 3 a.m., then well received specials of WEAN, WNUC and WOPF. Too many on 1490 for KVOZ here. 3/15 – KEBG DX too weak to copy. Noted 3 or 4 on at times, that’s about all. WORZ-740 came on to test 3:55 to 3:56 a.m., 3/17 – WOSC-1300 f/c at 5:30 – too many on 1300 with WEBS on at 5:28, WABD and WIBR on at 5:30, WKBV-1270 s/on at 6 a.m. 3/18 – WCAP-980 testing 3:40 till after 4. WORZ-740 again testing 4:40-4:50. 3/19, sign off of KEBG-740 at 1 a.m., WZAE-950 at 1:02, KWHJ-1180 at 1:06, then KMS-1250 news and sports at 1:15, WOBO-1400 and 1 test at 1:20, WQCO-1440 and 1 test at 1:20, WQCO-1440 records till 1:30, KABR-1220 regular f/c 1:30-1:140, KEGH-1350 sports till 2 a.m. and off. WPTO-1270 testing 2:20. 3/20 – KABS-1490 testing 3:15. Signals good – but noise just too high and could not copy anything of OBEX. Varies received the past week were WAGS KFQG KJIB KJTV WPAC WGIN WGST WURD WZBE KDPAS WOGS WOIB WKNZ WMEV. That’s about all there is to report on WZBE now and there is another chance to report one or two TPs yet.

_Karl Raymond – 516 3rd Street – Manhattan Beach, California

First of all, to the DXers. Did not try for KXIF as not needed. Tried for WAGS but not heard. WAGS not heard due to KUBA being on until 4:00. KVOZ heard on after 3 but not heard here. Tried for WCIJ on the 28th but no go. KEBG on Mar. 1 not heard, terrible buzz over most of the dial. KXIF heard with great difficulty even for a Pacific Coaster and vars just received today. WAGS really rough through COPEN for a poor report but they were kind enough to verify. Didn’t try for KEBG as forget they were to be on. On the 15th believe WOBZ on 1440 heard on DX with one number definitely identified and the voice better than the music. On the 15th code were about as bad as the 15th of February with none of the DXers being heard; not even KVOZ. How about that! ‘Broadcasting’ has an item that EKAL-1410 is on the air but listened this AM 3/15 until after 10:30 and they were still not on. Have not yet heard the switch in call letters from KJFF to KEBH on 550 kc/s. Plenty of laway I guess with KEBH moving to 540 kc/s. XEKB 810 sent fine veris in Spanish in response to second letter. Have sent f/up to XEKB 1410 almost a year old as note in Fred Van Voorhees’ column that Hank Tynadell received a veris in English from them. So for XEKB has not answered for report on RS on 1430 kc/s. Do not need KUP but will surely try for CHER on the 22nd and then will be in there pitching for the repeat on the WZAF-dx and also for the DX from WZAM although this will be rough with the slip-overs from image of XKUW. KXIF wrote on back of my report for veris. KTFP a semi-local was #500 here on the veris list. WHEN 1440 card for f/c on fourth Saturday also card from WTNW for DX, a long wanted station here. A nice letter from KIIB for DX. Than a nice letter from KJFB for f/c and a beautiful QSL card from WQCO for f/c. Well worth waiting for in my humble estimation. A couple of more DX notes, KEBG 1250 heard on f/c on 2/22 as per EID. KEBG 1400 heard on 47-1/3 with fine signal. KXIF WBY KXIF still out here for veris. KVCO semi-local still has not answered for report on March of Dimes broadcast. Duplicate veris in from Glen Breda, CE of KXJW 1240 for 3/52 report which he thought had not been answered. Wish some more of those stations would be like that. Sent letter to Bob Cans asking him to send a blank letterhead and I would write my own veris and return it to him for his signature but evidently he can’t see the light as no response.

_Bill Moses – 217 Cornwallis Street – Uniontown, Pennsylvania

1/8, veris received from GJOC-1226 for RS, KIIB-1240 for DX and WISE-1310 for s/on. 3/10, reports sent to WKNL-50 and WALE-1230 on s/on. A letter verifying my receipt of the WOSL-1010-DX was received along with a "letter" from Ralphie. Thanks for the info. 3/12, report sent to WREO-1460 for f/c. Veris received from KANS-1480 for test and WAIT-820 for RS.

1/13, veris from WREO-1260 for DX was received. 3/14, report to WYTB-1270 for s/on. 3/20, if Gene Cameron would see "The Glen Miller Story" he would not be such an avid "Ken Stanton" fan. I surely do enjoy "Millermusic." 73s and good listening.
Here it is, my second report since mid-January. Have really done some DXing in the past two months as follows: 1/28 WPEL (1250) 7-7:15 early program. 1/28- XBST (1230) on WNB special 3:45-4:05, a struggle; WBAK (1240) our special also a struggle 4:15-4:30; WEEU (1460) 4:27 4:40 f/c, and WHX (760) 4:42-5 early program. 1/30- WBAY (979) 3:29-3:40 arch of Dimes; KKEJ (960) 3:45-4:05 also K.o.D; KRED (1150) 3:55-4 GS; KELW (1190) 4:05-4:10 ES and WSTV (1540) good. 1/31- CKQR (980) ES 5:10-5:52; WTPR (1150) 5:32-6:14 ES, GSKY (990) 5:47-7 ES; KSKY (650) through WNB at 7:15 s/and with WTB (1450) 7:30-7:40 early program. 2/1- KSNQ (570) our special OK, but quite difficult; unknown LA (1460) 5:38-4, tried report to KAR; WTR (1470) our special loud and clear 4-4:17; no sign of KQW. 2/6 KFXQ (1280) RS 3:36-3:52; XMTD (120) for another try 3:38-4:15 RS; WDBZ (1250) ET loud and clear 4:18-4:32. 2/7, our special from WBTY (1220) good 3:26-3:30 s/off; KCO (1270) a struggle on ES from 3:45-4:32. 2/8- Double special frequency from WOBN (1230) fair on 1230, good on 1225 3:30-4:05. KEQG (1340) special quite good but no varie yet 4:02-4:17; KOT (550) all-night program 4:22-4:40. 2/9 Special from "Pio" excellent 4:30-4:46; CKQG (1220) on at 4:59, good until 5:14. 2/14, WNO special (1380) 3:24-3:54 good; WLYN (1360) ET 4:26-4:48 good. 2/16- very poor with no KQW, no WDBZ (didn't listen long enough); got only WTR (1270) with ET 4:21-4:34. 2/16- No KQW. */8- WVEC (990) with ET at 4:50. 3/30- no KRED but WNB special from GEDA (1300) good 3:31-3:59; WDBZ (1250) our special good, but poor; DS, no KMIN, no WMTS, 3/6- KLAI (570) all night ES 3:45-4:17; WLYN f/c (1390) 4:08-4:15; EKQ (1350) RS 4:45-5: and WLED (1550) ES s/on at 5. 3/6 no KRED but KJNO (1340) f/c 4:15-4:30, no WHE but KVL (1390) 4:22-5:04 ES and WQRB (1380) s/on at 5. 3/9- WCAP (1400) f/c 4:15-4:35; WQBO f/c (1440) 4:30-4:45; unknown TT on 1280 4:46-5. 3/12- WPEC and WINE both testing around 1. 3/14- WLYN special (1360) good 4:36-4:42. 3/15- WNO special (1460) good 3:21-3:34; WVL special (1330) also good 3:37-3:50; WDBZ (1240) special good 4-4:13 with WBE testing behind. KCO (1250) nice program 4:15-4:30. 3/17- Two range stations on 560, one FU and the other NMB, location unknown; WNB (1870) all night ES 4:05-4:16. 3/19- KARE (790) RS s/off at 3:16; unknown s/off (910) at 3:27; WCAP (980) ET 3:30-3:51 and supposed Brazilian (1200) 3:58-4:05, with seven gangs at 4 a.m.

-Mike Ferguson - 3337. Prospect Street - Houston 4, Texas

Nothing of any consequence to report this week. Several nice helpful letters from fellow DXers were the highlights of the week. Was up 3/15 and very disappointed. WNB and KCO, the two DXs I wanted most of all failed to show as they were swallowed up by the local noise. Did manage to hear WBAK squirming in under the other two on 1330. KVOW-1450 excellent of course. 3/18 I left for Stillwater, Oklahoma, where a journalism Convention was being held. Wanted to go up to say "hi" to Hank Ward at Ponca City, just a few miles up the pike, but I didn't have a car at my disposal. Returned at 2:15 a.m. Sunday, Houston time, just in time to get to the set and hear WLYN come in nicely with its DX, wanted very badly here. Swell letters from Norm Maguire, Steve Walbridge and Alex MacKenzie awaiting me upon my arrival home. Norm sent KBI-1 verification sign to another report off to them immediately. Thanks. Norm. Veries back from WNEC (prearranged) KXPO and WLYN. One other thing. Does anybody know who was Conelinating on 640 3/15 at 4:29 EST with "Standard of St. George March? And is there somebody on 520 on Sunday After 4:30? One there that sounded like a North American station, yet too weak. Didn't seem to have standard Aussete programming, which would be the case with 3AR. 73s.

-Pat Bailey - 11 Impala Place - Jamaica, New York

New verie is WNEC, after three reports to them on different tests heard, Wonder where the veries are? 3/18- WPEL, 1270, test at 3:05. KVOS, 1360 f/c at 3:18. WTPR, 910, f/c at 3:23. WQBO, 950, f/c at 4:01. Unknown Spanish station on 1280, 4:05 to 4:36, spoke in Spanish but no call deciphered. 3/17- KQXG-dx fairly good. 4:10 had unknown on, 3:53 to 4:16, either KQXG or KEDL. 3/19- KYXE, 1480, good at 3:51. Did not hear WNB WILT DX and needed this one. WJAI, 1490, ET for new one at 3:44. Unknown Spanish on 1380, 4:13 to 4:38, a Mexican but no call deciphered. 3/19- WNEC test at 3:23 on 1300. Very noisy and a lot of tone testers. 3/21- No KQXG, only KCOX on here. KEMS, 1340, test at 3:30. 3/21- WPEL, 1320, test at 3:44 type they verify this time. WLYN-dx copied again on their DX. KJozX, 710, was good after 4:30. Too noisy lately to listen long as station has really been bad.

DON'T FORGET THAT THE APRIL ISSUES WILL BE GOTTEN UNDER DATES OF APRIL 3 AND 17. WE HOPE YOU'LL ALL SEND IN DX REPORTS FOR THEM.
Only two new loggings here the past week. Had to miss all the GPO DXes on the 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th on account of work. 3/19 - WREX (1460) Amity, Ala. M-1/c 5:35 for a second report. 3/19 - KXEM (1380) Wichita Falls, Tex. M-2/c 1:05-1:22
Fair through QRM. The other new one was Cubal. See Foreign Section. DX Neil Bag for the past week, letters, WREZ (1260) from letter for NNCX DX, WLEX (1130) WMBL (1330) WSHY (1240) for WWZ DX. WSHG (990) KYNO (1370) for NNC DX, my third Wyoming verie. First one KWWW verie #56, KHOW (1240) verie #187 and now KYNO verie #188. So it's been a long time since a Wyoming verie was added here, WREX (1220) for NNC DX. QSL cards received WXXG (860) long overdue for NNC DX, KGGN (13:0) for NNC DX, KRUX (1340) and a duplicate card KGGN (1290) for NNC DX. Veries now total 1307. Still waiting to get the junk box labeled HQ-149-X replaced. I received it 3/11 and after setting it up for three hours I put it right back in the carton to ship back. An airmail special to World Radio Laboratories. After a week I got a regular letter saying I should phone or write Hammarlynd in New York, and at the bottom they said "let us know how you make out on the deal." Boy, I wrote them back a real letter. What a house to do business with! $279.00 for a receiver that does not work, and then they (XRL) expect the purchaser to do all the dirty work of getting it repaired at the factory. I wrote Hammarlynd the same day I wrote "YEA". They said possibly poor tubes were causing the trouble and asked us to have them checked. I wrote back to check their own equipment. I bought and paid for a new receiver, and I wanted just that or my money back. So now we will have to wait, and see what happens. 73.

Ralph Joffe - Buffalo 3, New York.
KEIP (920) the London station, 105 Texas Street, Nick Sanchez, acting chief, says "we just received our permit for full time and also TV and perhaps within three months on air till 2 midnight EST and maybe go 24 hours, v1 (no letterhead yet) from new KIPN (1420) heard TT/c 3/18 5:33-5:40 (DBD edged it out) Ozarks Playground Broadcasters, Mssss. No: KXIP (1450) stand-by basis as far as CE is concerned with Mr. John lett handling problems. Sked, 6 a.m.-midnight and Sunday 7-midnight CST. 3/22, will test 5:05-6:10 CST, WHEE (1340) sked 6:30 a.m. (Sunday 6)-10:30 p.m., CBXN (920) send a 5v r/c (6130 kmo/s, 500 watts) instead of broadcast. The WM will have two new stamps, 3 and 8/p for May 10. Past Friday night machine in shop for a diget of left hand middle finger and so I don't feel ah hot and have a friend make this cut as the WBC gets the news. 3/22 - WHEE (1260) r/off 1:05-EST to return at 6:45 CST; WHEE (1240) r/c 2:00-2:15; WHEE (1240) r/c at 2:31; WGBD (1450) 3-3:18 h/a to return at 6:15 a.m.; WCXO (1230) testing at 3:27; WMJJ tops; WBCX poor, KFMF good through KFMF. 3/19 - KOEO-JOEO (1340) 4:20-4:30 to return at 6 a.m., said monthly f/c: WHEE r/t/c; WHEE (1270) RS 4:19 a.m., WMJJ (1500) at 5. 3/17 - WMBD r/c to return at 6:45; WHEE (1230) TV and M-EST 2:15-2:25; WHEE r/c still on 1330 kmo/s, KEIP fair; 740 at 4:26, either KBZG or KXIP test. 3/18 - KFMF (1130) Trad several houses and WHEE a M-4:05-4:40, 3/17, also, WHEE (860) M/c 5:12-5:18 and WHEE (960) RS at 5:18 a.m. Time, Inc. has bought KLZ and ELZ-TV and now has KBG and KXIP also. Bye bye.

Stan Morea - R. R. # 3 - Bradford, Massachusetts.
3/15 - WMBD DX test 3:01. WMBD DX test 3:28. WHEE f/c under WMBD DX. WMBD DX 4:17. No sign of WXXG - all WMBD. WHEE test and GHEX. WMBD DX 4:45. WHEE get RS 6, WMBD also. Verie from WMBD who said they couldn't find a record of having verified my report. They say watch for their March 30 DX show. 3/15 - WMBD testing to 3:12. 3/20, verified KIFB who says KGFN in Malvern is not on the air as applicant for KGHO bought KBZG, and KEIN KEIN and a definite verie from Czechoslovakia for KEI reception - doesn't mention station reported but is a verie and country #40 foma.

Carl S. Pendergrass - 1320 Lexington Road - Chattanooga S, Tennessee.
Not much in DX here. My greatest rival (asleep) is about to get the best of me. About all I have got in March is WMBD (1600). got QSLs from KFGT KPOA (a cheap looking monocapable card) W+lEG WFGC KIOM, letters from W8AK W8SK W8HE W8NJ K8HG W8N8 H8NK WH8N W8OK W8N8 (who sent my report back signed and stamp unused) KMG. The engineer wanted more info on our club so we might have A new member and WGBD. In that TV DX Contest Henk is going to have, I've done won it, kill! I got a QSL card from KGHO-TG CH/4 Amarillo, Tex and WBBY-TV CH 6. I think this is good, considering the fact I don't have a TV set! Got my International Log today, may be now I can log some new countries. Get to go to National Guard testing now, 73 and good DX.
DiCk Norlma.

Veriès from WHEV WENZ KWWO on NR Dxes, KATY KPXK WYXK all on 1340 kc/s, on f/as and a beautiful card from KUWL instead of the reply card I sent them, plus a letter from KUNI on KP DX to replace a typed post card when they were 250 watts on 1490. The typograph on the KWWO letterhead was a bit breath-taking! Those Wyoming lads certainly believe in getting their names before the public! An attractive card was the one from KATY. Reports out to WENZ WYXK (both admirably announced by NMers). Only trouble seemed to be that Ben Patch kept moving Buffalos around quite a bit—hi, Ben! WOXP CKUG and KUPL, all five on NR Dxes. A second report and thank you to Roger Taylor, Jr, at WLYN for a fine show this, 3/21, AM. Well, once again the bands run out and, unless tomorrow's "DX News" lists some new ones, we have only five more specials to log for our famous contest. This has indeed been a fine season, thanks to the excellent work of our CFC with Old Jockey Rosenbaum at the reins! Incidentally, neighbor KBBG nor KUG could be heard here though both frequencies seemed clear. A letter from A. Agent in the South, (known to the undercover group only as C.C.), advises that he has been investigating even as far as Puerto Rico and is working for better B. S. and H. If all goes well, and we can get that list! Half of the CBB away, from her lilac bush come Convention Time, we hope to present a full report to the proper authorities. We expect to try, if we can afford the amount of beer that will be required, to the services of that famous personage from Brooklyn, none other that the Hon. Ernest R. (Lefty) Cooper, to act as chairman of the sub-committee. However, his fee is high and so is the cost of beer! A few onion-tinted hamburgers and a hard-boiled egg (please take no offense, Dick Cooper, I don't mean you) may win him over. So, keep tuned to this publication for further details of what may transpire in Pop's backyard Labor Day! (You stay in Pop's back yard, Charlie—I'll be over at Joe Braumer's where the food will be—Ed.)

Everett Johnson 504 16th Street - Jolita, Illinoi

Veriès a-plenty this past week—one of them, some old, some new. DXing not too hot, as static has been terrific out on 3/6 my first Down Under was heard 4-4:30 a.m., 27A in Wellington, N. Z., 570 kc/s. No sign of KUWL, WENZ Dxes. 3/12 - KBIC-1460 f/o, CKUG-1310 believed to be on all night. On 3/15, the Dxes were heard from WUEW, CKUG WOXP and KVOZ. All of them were good but KVOZ very weak with the 1490 beats, WOXP had trouble with KUPL. Missed the WAM-dx but have Sunday to hear them. Need them for contest. Could not hear a thing during the WGBA-dx the 12th, with storms in the night. On the 12th, got up especially for the KBIG-dx but I'm a dummy trying to log them on 850 kc/s, hi! 3/17 the KUPL-dx in clear. 3/19 - WEMZ 1340 was heard on their f/o and this morning 3/20 the GOKX-dx very weak, but believe enough for a verie. Then stayed up to catch CKUG 1220 to send the third report since Dec. 17, as Mr. Lynds refused the two others. What a mystery that one is! And so to the veries, KBIC-1460 report sent May 1963, also another oldie, KAPX-1240 from a March 1963 report, WTS-860, WSYT-1240, KBIC-1370, WEMZ-dx-860, WEMZ-1440, KAPX-1440, WYFP-dx, WESY-dx WIL-1240, KBIC-1450, KUWL-dx and finally that long awaited one from WEMZ-1280 for the 48th state. So that's it for now. 73.

Dick Northup - 30761 Kimball Road - Iowa City, Iowa

DX and veriès both pretty slow lately, though coming along. Veries from WLYN-dx, WSLI WCCW WSMK WPTR-dx KVBY KUON KALO WPBI-dx LAYO and WHSY-dx. The WGBA DX show was well heard here on March 13, though not needed. March 15 brought the specials from WRAQ WOXP and CKUG well heard. Didn't get WINC because like a dumb thought they were on 1430 instead of 1460, so guess I didn't deserve them, hi. Sorry though as they are needed. An enclosing letter from WCCW re their DX show which failed to materialize. As the season is so far along now, think it best to wait for next fall for a repeat. Hope you will publish the letter, Lefty, as it explains their failure to show up. Also, I'm sure we can get them at a later date. Also heard on the 16th were f/As from KUBK, San Angelo, TX, on 1340 from 5:00-6:15, followed by KOLS-1340 also on 1340. These are regular f/As I think and should be listed under third Monday. Also heard as listed was f/o from KWOE 1460 kc/s, Plainview, Texas, through the usual QRM. At 5:00 on March 15, heard WBOY Tarpon Springs, Fla, sign on. This may be a new early sign on as the Monday AM before (March 8) heard ABC sign on the same frequency, 1470. WLYN put in a fine B signal on their DX this morning. Missed them last Sunday, so was especially glad to hear them. Evidently they get a lot of ABC reports from the acknowledgments and dedications made. Good DX to all.

REMEMBER: IF YOU WANT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS OVER YOUR REPORTS, INCLUDE THEM
Steve Johnson - Box #145 - Levey's Grace, Maryland

Here is my first report since joining WNC last May. Have logged quite a number of new stations this session, mostly foreign. Here's the list with starred having verified:

1. Bordeaux - 1205 kHz, Zagreb - 1325 kHz, APF Frankfurt, APF Stuttgart.
2. Belgrade - 1283 kHz, Zagreb - 1265 kHz, Tbilisi - 1315 kHz, Tbilisi - 1283 kHz, Belgrade - 1256 kHz.
3. Madrid - 1365 kHz, Madrid - 1375 kHz, Madrid - 1385 kHz, Madrid - 1395 kHz, Madrid - 1405 kHz.
4. Paris - 1415 kHz, Paris - 1425 kHz, Paris - 1435 kHz, Paris - 1445 kHz, Paris - 1455 kHz.
5. Brussels - 1465 kHz, Brussels - 1475 kHz, Brussels - 1485 kHz, Brussels - 1495 kHz, Brussels - 1505 kHz.
6. Copenhagen - 1515 kHz, Copenhagen - 1525 kHz, Copenhagen - 1535 kHz, Copenhagen - 1545 kHz, Copenhagen - 1555 kHz.
7. Stuttgart - 1605 kHz, Stuttgart - 1615 kHz, Stuttgart - 1625 kHz, Stuttgart - 1635 kHz, Stuttgart - 1645 kHz.
8. Berlin - 1705 kHz, Berlin - 1715 kHz, Berlin - 1725 kHz, Berlin - 1735 kHz, Berlin - 1745 kHz, Berlin - 1755 kHz.
9. Helsinki - 1805 kHz, Helsinki - 1815 kHz, Helsinki - 1825 kHz, Helsinki - 1835 kHz, Helsinki - 1845 kHz, Helsinki - 1855 kHz.
11. Copenhagen - 2005 kHz, Copenhagen - 2015 kHz, Copenhagen - 2025 kHz, Copenhagen - 2035 kHz, Copenhagen - 2045 kHz, Copenhagen - 2055 kHz.

These are the stations I have logged so far. They are mostly from Europe, but I have also logged a few from Asia, Africa, and the Americas.

I hope that everyone heard the KIUP DX show. It came nice and clear over here and out west it should have boomed in. Reports received from the WNBC-dx total 30 so far. We have not sent out verifying so far as Mr. Morrison has not had the stationary printed up yet. We should, though, have all verifying in the mail by the time you read this. I can't remember if I mentioned dedications over WNBC in the last issue or not. You see, I wrote that before the show. We did not dedicate because Mr. Morrison didn't let us. We did not name the records for the same reason.

Lefty, thank you for the card and we are truly sorry that you couldn't hear the show.

To Fred Van Voorhees: Peter Hansen thanks you very much for the International Radio Log. Well, here are the latest verities: KNUX WOXY EKX J110 WOXY WOXY WOXY WOXY. Now, here are the loggings: 3/15 - KIUP (600) s/o off 2, along with somebody announced as 1,000 watts. WOXY-dx with Ben Patch and his dedication of "American's Bestino Band" for the club. Thanks a lot, Ben, and you did a great job.

We also enjoyed the dedication of "Secret Love" for Lefty (h10). WOXY-dx in very well, with WSHA (1540) St. Thomas, Virgin Islands. Tinto for two hours in the background. WSHA tested with RCA Riverhead, and was on from 3-5. WSHA (600) brief test at 2:59, KELO (1540) 2:00 RE. 3/17 - KELO (1540) s/o off 1300. WSHA (1340) r/o, WSHA (1340) r/o, WSHA (1340) r/o. KIUP-dx with records and IDs on for the DXers of America. 3/19 EKXJ (1400) r/o, WSHA (1320) r/o with code ID. KPEC (950) rolled with KE. WSHA (940) r/o fairly well. OK, that's that. Well, we are now members of the WNBC as of Mar. 20. Don't be misled. We still love the good old WNC but we just wanted to find out what the WNBC is like. Well, this is Peter Bretszy saying so long for the whole gang, be very kind to each other, and 73s out there.

Sid Rosenbaum - 506 Market Street - Wheeling, West Virginia

DX show here this week and the same applies to varies. Mar. 15, WNBC-dx with Croton Shops came in rather weak, but easily copied. WEAU and WOXF on DX in strong with fine X's shows. WOXF in like a semi-local and topped WCN on their ten-minute f/o. Verifies, WOXY and WSHA, all nice friendly letters. An attritaive card in color of Mr. Vipire came from KLIN and said in part, "We have sent varies to 26 DXers in 16 states at one Canadian Province for our DX broadcast of Feb. 22nd." A very interesting letter from Charles, member of WNBC. Eady and servicable asked for cards from Charley. WNBC-TV (Ch. 7) was to 316, 500 watts 3/22 at WSNM-TV (Ch. 13) expects to use maximum power by 4/1. Will be out of town Mar. 18-21 but will get home Sunday AM and will be on deck for the specials of 3/22. Best of DX to all the gang.
Joe Brauer - 23 Howard Avenue - Willimsviile 21, New York

Not much! Starting with 3/15, WHEF-dx 8-9 here, thanks to Croton boys, my last active, unheard station in New York: WRAW and CXL is also heard well, but not new. WOPF, 1340, really rolled in, a fine show and really good here except during WAVE's f/o. WQVZ heard faintly on 320 back of WAVE's 3-9 signal, then blown by QRM from teater and WSBS. Returned to 1340 for more of WAVE's show. 3/16 KE10, 740, again failed to show a trace, but heard typical Russian program there after 4:00, EBL no doubt. Night have been verified with careful tuning, do not need them. 3/17 - WQVZ, with ET 4:30 to 4:45, topping all else, so a report and f/up on 11:15 DX report. Stuff mailed it on 3/15 and on 3/19 in comes my verie on the DX! Nice two-letter saying they c/o on third Wednesday 2:30-3:00 EST. Also been hearing WAVE, 1380, s/on at 6 a.m., but not enough for a report yet. Too much WTOP etc. 3/21 - First spring snow, fine snow storm, at least six inches and 220 above! DX good, WDA, 1440, 8-9 with ET, WBN on 1360, and for once we heard an ET we needed, WGB, 1320, 8-9 from 3:30 to 4:00. Verdie, letters from WQFQ WHAD and WHEF. See Kow, Pa. gets two CIP. Hop they get going faster than the Empero station. Kane is a rather small city for two stations, but lots bigger than Emporia. 3:11 no sign of WBN on 660 and was in WBN site area yesterday but saw no construction there yet. In KEBR, 1340, now all night? Noted them on 1340 past 5 a.m. on 3/15. Evidently the Califomia I heard on 1440 on 3/8 was really KEM, mentioning California as monitor site. Not a word was understood except that California was given, fso was not heard, new "test program" was used. Call sounded like KMA here at 4:52, 73.

Joe Brauer - 23 Howard Avenue - Willimsviile 21, New York

Well, just a few lines tonight. Been pretty busy week. I am no longer C7 for AFN
Stuttgart, but C8 now for AFN Munich, which is larger station. And at this
time I may as well send in a year's dues. Nothing new over here, though was surely
surprised on the reception of the Stuttgart station. Received letters from the following
places - Chicago, Ill., St. Albans, V. Wa., Ontario, Havre de Grace, Md., lanchester,
and many thanks, fellows. And here is an invite for you to log and verify
AFN Munich. Will be very happy to do so. Go to my DXing, past year, varies from
Radio Luxembourg, 2,000 w. on 1482 kc/s., Saarbrucken 1431 kc/s., 20,000 w., Ber
France on 1205 kc/s. 100,000 w., Paris 1070 kc/s., with 10,000 watts. Have
letters out to Falun, Sweden on 1225, 100,000 watts, and Constantina A, Algeria on
1125 with 100 watts. None as far as the stateside stations get. So from Munich
town - hope of beer - and I do mean beer as this fasching close. Where is WABR,
location and power? (I think 1490, 100 watts, Miami Beach, Fla. - Glad to hear from
you, again - this was forwarded to by Hal Wegner.) - Ed.

In again remind YOU in YOUR REPORTS PLEASE NOT TO USE NON-STANDARD ABBREVIATIONS AND ALSO TO DOUBLE SPACE. PUT YOUR FULL ADDRESS AND YOUR REPORTS IF YOU WANT IT PRINTED.
March 27, 1956

Steve Melbridge - 136 Lakeview Avenue - Pointe Claire, Quebec

March 15th will long be remembered in this DX den. Two big firsts took place. First, FIRST, I tuned in and logged five new stations at the same time. At 4:14 there were actual entries in my log against WHEE TOWN WALL WORKO on specials, and then WHTN was interfering on 1340 with WOKK. So I up and logged him too, for a new country. Then the second FIRST - I finally logged my first SP, 12Z on 800 in Botorna, New Zealand. Boy, what a thrill, and well worth waiting since 1931 to hear. And 12Z happened to be station number 1600 for me - a double milestone! Guess W sound like a kid about all this, but I got a real kick out of it. Anyone else wanting Canadian stamps, please address me at Pointe Claire, not Pointe Claire (Hi, Pop!)

CHANGES IN STATION DATA - F.C.G.

NEW STATIONS

750 Sen Luis Potosi, S.L.P.  250 D-1  1370  Fort de las Flores, Ver.  500/2500  
1260 Cazasa, Oaxaca  1,000 D-1  1420  XBOX  Guanajuato, Sinaloa  250 U-1

NEW CALLS

910 WEFQ South Pittsburg, Tennessee  1370 WHEE Martinsville, Virginia

970 KEVY Coachella, California  1220 KEBL Phoenix, Arizona

970 WESQ Southbridge, Massachusetts  1400 WDOT Springfield, Vermont

1260 WBTQ Orlando, Florida  1420 KSTE Redding, California

1280 KETU Tulia, Texas  1450 KALM Cordova, Alaska

1280 WGCW Church Hill, Tennessee  1480 KJSF Shreveport, Louisiana

1280 KHOB Hobbs, New Mexico  1490 WLED Atlantic City, New Jersey

CALL CHANGER

620 WHEN Syracuse, New York, from WAGE

DELETED

1080 XBUS Villahermosa, Tabasco  1270 WKF Prestonburg, Kentucky

1270 XETQ Orizaba, Veracruz

FACILITIES

570 XERF Monterey, Nuevo Leon, to 5,000/100 U-1 (reduce night power)

970 XEVV Villahermosa, Tabasco, to 1,000/400 U-1 (reduce night power)

1110 XEQB Mexico, D. F. to 5,000 U-2, reducing power.

1280 WIG Sumter, South Carolina, to 1,000 U-4, from 1340 kc/s., 250 U-1

1360 XEBJ Galaz, Guanajuato, to 1,000/175 U-1 (reduce night power)

1450 WFPF Park Falls, Wisconsin, to 250 U-1, from 100 U-1, same channel,

WINA Charlottesville, Virginia, to 250 U-1, from 1260 kc/s., 1,000 D-1.

RECORD SINCE LAST ISSUE

1410 KLAL Redlands, California  1430 KETN Neosho, Missouri

WATCH FOR:

630 XXXL Monterey, California, (mid-April) 1070 WDTA (from 730 - mid-April)

ON THE STATIONS: STATION LŒ.

Mr. Richard C. Northup, Dear Sir,

"We were not on the air the morning of March the eighth with the test program as scheduled. I am sorry to say. Was doing some work on the equipment and easily expected to be through in an hour or more before the test time of three a.m. but ran into some difficulty.

"I will be glad to do the program for you at some future date.

"If you can arrange this with the National Radio Club please let me know."

Sincerely yours, (signed) Francis T. Peterson, Chief Engineer.

V A L R.

Mr. Len Krise: "Thirty-one reports were received on our recent DX show for NBD and all have been verified. If any of the fellows have failed to receive theirs as of this writing, I'ill gladly verify if they will only let me know. The requests by states were as follows: Kentucky 1, New York 5, Canada 2, Virginia 1, 1,1, Pennsylvania 5, Iowa 5, Mass. 1, Illinois 5, Oklahoma 3, Tennessee 2, Maryland 1, N.C. 1, Michigan 1, W. Va. 1, and the most distant one came from Spokane, Wash. The reports in most cases were so complete I could have compared reports instead of tape recording in keeping a detailed log of the program. I was happy to find many listeners logged the complete program despite the WNDR interference. The many pleasant letters made me happy that I put on the program for you fellows; I did not have to have a verification to anyone but I would have liked to transmit it to Charlie, E. Lasner, GC
MARCH 27 1954  DX DOWN THE DIAL  DX NEWS
SEND ALL ITEMS IN E.S.T. TO RAY R. EDGERTON 12 5 SHIRLEY AVE-BUFFALO 15 N.Y

620 WAGW SYRACUSE, N.Y. HAS BEEN AUTHORIZED TO CHANGE CALL TO W-N-X
WROL KNOXVILLE, TENN DAILY S/ON WEEKDAYS IS 0500 (KRUSE-IOWA)
890 WLS CHICAGO, ILL GOES FULL TIME BEGINNING APRIL 1ST 1954, THUS
WENR WILL BE NO MORE. (KRUSE)
1150 WCEU AKRON, OHIO WEEK-DAY S/ON IS 0500 (KRUSE)
1250 WDNA DANVILLE, VA WEEK-DAY S/ON IS 0500 (KRUSE)
1310 WDDO CHATTANOOGA, TENN WEEK-DAY S/ON IS 0530 (KRUSE)
1330 WBTN DANVILLE, VA WEEK-DAY S/ON IS 0500 (KRUSE)
1340 KXVJ DENVER, COLO IS THE NEWEST ALL-NIGHTER, INCLUDING MONDAY
AM'S, THUS 1340 WILL NOT BE CLEAR FOR DX SPECIALS (KRUSE)
1350 WGSW GREENWOOD, S.C. WEEK-DAY S/ON IS 0500 (KRUSE)
1370 ?? WHAT STATION ON THIS FREQUENCY ON MARCH 22ND FROM 0409 TO
0500 AND LATER, STRONG SIGNAL? (KRUSE)
1420 WDEF CHATTANOOGA, TENN WEEK-DAY S/ON IS 0500 (KRUSE)
1470 CKOM SASKATOON, SASK IS ON DAILY TILL 0305 WITH 5KW (KRUSE)
1490 KTLO MOUNTAIN HAME, ARK F/6-TT IS 4TH MON - 0630-0645 (KRUSE)

LEN KRUSE GIVE US THE NEW QRA OF A/JC DONALD K KASKEY QF-12392525
3450 TECH TNG GROUP 3450 TECH TNG WING FRANCES E. WARREN AFB
CHEYENNE, WYOMING. CONGRATS DON ON THE PROMOTION.

AGAIN WE WOULD LIKE TO REMIND YOU MEMBERS THAT THE ANNUAL ELEC
TION WILL TAKE PLACE IN APRIL. THE OFFICIAL ELECTION BALLOT WILL APPE
PEAR ALONG WITH YOUR DX NEWS OF APRIL 17TH. EVERYONE RECEIVING A
BALLOT IS ELIGIBLE TO VOTE. WE URGE YOU TO VOTE EARLY SO IT WILL NOT
BE FORGOTTEN. IT IS YOU MEMBERS WHO ELECT THE OFFICERS THAT GUIDE YOUR
CLUB, SO I BELIEVE THAT EACH ONE OF YOU SHOULD SEND IN THAT VOTE.
EVERY MEMBER WHO HAS BEGIN HIS OR HER 2ND CONSECUTIVE YEAR AS AN
NRC MEMBER IS ELIGIBLE, PROVIDING YOU ARE IN GOOD STANDING, THAT IS
YOUR DUES ARE PAID AND NOT OWING. IF HOWEVER YOU DO NOT WISH TO HAVE
YOUR NAME LISTED, YOU CAN HAVE IT OMITTED BY WRITING DIRECTLY TO HAL
WAGNER ROUTE #1 NORTH GIRARD, PENNSYLVANIA NO LATER THAN APRIL 12
1954 STATING THAT YOU WISH TO HAVE YOUR NAME OMITTED FROM THAT LIST.
THIS REQUEST MUST BE IN HAL'S HANDS NO LATER THAN APRIL 12TH.
IT IS HOPED THAT OUR FOREIGN MEMBERS WILL NOT FEEL SLIGHTED
BECAUSE THEY WILL RECEIVE NO ELECTION BALLOT. THE REASON FOR THIS IS
THAT THE LENGTH OF TIME ELAPSING IN GETTING THEIR COPY OF DX NEWS AND
THE SENDING OF THEIR BALLOT, WOULD BE LONG AFTER THE DEADLINE, FOR
THE BALLOTS TO BE RETURNED.
ELECTION INSTRUCTIONS WILL ACCOMPANY YOUR BALLOT. THE BALLOT
WILL BE AGAIN A POSTAL CARD ON WHICH YOU LIST THE 10 NAMES YOU SELECT.
HAROLD WILLIAMS HAS AGAIN FURNISHED THESE CARDS.
SORRY THAT WE HAD TO USE A TYPEWRITER WITH ALL CAPITOL LETTERS.
POP'S MILL WENT HAYWIRE AND HAS TO BE REPAIRED, DOING THIS AT THE STA
TION ON THE MILK WE USE FOR THE STATION LOG.
WOULD ALSO LIKE TO NOTE HERE THAT I BELIEVE EVERY MEMBER RECEIVED A
GOOD DEAL OF THE STATIONS LISTED IN ALAN ARNOLD'S FREQUENCY
CHECK LIST. I KNOW THAT A LIST OF THAT KIND TAKES MANY - MANY HOURS
TO PREPARE AND I AM SURE EACH ONE OF US REALLY APPRECIATE HIS EFFORTS.
AS USUAL NO DX HERE AT POP EDGE'S, BUSY WITH OTHER THINGS RIGHT
NOW. MY CORRESPONDANCE HAS REALLY SUFFERED AND IT IS HOPED THAT YOU
LADS DO NOT THINK I AM IGNORING THEIR LETTERS. WONDER WHY ED HILL HAS
BEEN SO QUIET? COULD IT BE THAT TORONTO'S TV STATION HAS CAUSED THIS?
ED - CARBERRY AND MY OTHER SON-IN-LAW GET TORONTO VERY WELL AND THEY
USE THEM IN A LOT, AS FOR POP, NOW HE STILL ISN'T TOO INTERESTED. MY
SCOTT IS REALLY GATHERING DUST BUT STILL OPERATES LIKE NEW, WITH NO
DX HERE I DID RECEIVE A NICE 2 PAGE VERE FROM OUR DX ON WPPF.
BEGINNING WITH YOUR APRIL 3RD ISSUE OF DX NEWS, WATCH FOR THE DEADLINES
OF THE DIFFERENT EDITORS. BELIEVE THEY WILL LIST THEM EACH ISSUE.
GREETINGS, ALP... FIRST, I WISH TO QUOTE IN PART FROM VERIFICATION LETTER AT HEAD FROM C.K.R.D. IN RED DEER, ALBERTA: "THE REPORTS RECEIVED SO FAR FROM YOUR MEMBERS HAVE BEEN MOST GRATIFYING. WE HAVE RECEIVED REPORTS FROM TEN DIFFERENT STATES, AS FAR EAST AND SOUTH AS GEORGIA AND NEW YORK, WHICH TO US IS EXTREMELY INTERESTING, WE ARE VERY SORRY THAT WE DID NOT GIVE MORE STATION IDENTIFICATIONS. PLEASE EXTEND OUR THANKS, THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF YOUR DX NEWS, TO THEM WHO RECEIVED US."

Now, I wonder if some of you that reported hearing music without identifications on the A.M. of Mar. 1st might not want to reconsider your identification as other than C.Q.R.D.; perhaps it was this "DX" program that you had after all! Same letter says QSL cards not yet received from the printers.

"DX DOWN THE DIAL—WESTERN STYLE"

600 WSJS Winston-Salem, N.C. 3/22. (Cameron) ED. NOTE: THIS CHANNEL NOW APPEARS TO BE CLEAR ON MON. A.M. FROM 3-5 A.M.; Gene notes that KFOQ-ANCHORAGE, ALASKA was heard before 5 A.M., also another station giving American Baseball scores and other American news; wonders if it could have possibly been WVID in Trinidad. Let's keep a close watch on this channel. Wouldn't WVID be some rope? -Ed.

750 YVKS Caracas, Venezuela "Radio Caracas" was on until 2:30 A.M. on 3/3, so that really writes "finis" to my TNX ideas! Sorry I flubbed this one, but easy to do on these L/A! -Ed. (Information from Int. Digest as to YVKS being on 'till this hour on 3/3)

1250 WTVW Johnston Is., AFRS has been tentatively logged in Ontario; OK—are the "FW" lads going to let this one get away? Watch for WTVW! QRA from Int. Digest is: AFO 105, 0/0 of P.M., San Francisco, Calif. -Ed.

1310 WCCM Camden, N.J. logged from 3:30-4:00 A.M. 3/22. (Cameron)

1349 ATTENTION PLEASE:: WEMP was not the station playing "Low Down Guitar Blues" the morning of the first scheduled WJNN-DX. Appeared to be a Northwest station, possibly KWWN or KPKW, though no call heard. (Cameron)

1460 KBMI Henderson, Nev. RTing 3/22 from 4:00 A.M.-4:15 A.M. & later. (Cam-Frequency checks heard as listed: 4th MON: KELK, KTNW, KOK, KGLN, KBAR. All from Gene Cameron.

"DX SPECIALS".

Today's report is exclusively that of Gene Cameron. May I congratulate you on your contest standings as in the DX NEWS of Mar. 29th.

OK—— KBIG-740 was NOT heard; WORZ in Florida was heard at time KBIG was supposed to be on, so doubt if on. KBIG not heard 24 hours later.

KJUP-2930 heard w/RQM from KSEI testing, but no CJUA.

CHWY-1270 heard easily.

WLNN-1360 heard much better than previous week. Readable full hour of "DX".

WBJY-1240 heard WEDC, though a closer signal ruined at 3:28 A.M.

KFOQ-1340 heard through KMMH and through KGLN for first five minutes, but always readable.

WJOY-1230. At 4:30 5 separate signals were heard (one the Cuban); channel not clear before 4 A.M., and KBAR blocked for 15 minutes, but several tunes logged, possibly WJOY among them.

Gene also notes varies from DX programs as follows: WEKZ, WKKO, KUIN, KGLN, WPPF, WREY. Other varies in are WILM, WDEF.

WHERE ARE THE OTHER "FWS" REPORTERS? Deadline note: Upcoming issues call for Bellevue deadlines the 4.A.M. of April 13th; May 11th; & June 15th unless DX NEWS dates at Buffalo are changed. All 4 now. 75s.

---
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Edited by: Fred L. VanVoorhis, Box 132, Lemoyne, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

The DX season is just about at its end this week. With a DX NEWS next week, we will finish the weekly issues for another season. It has been a banner one for foreign DXers. We have all added some very nice catches, and I know that we are all sorry to see it pass. However, we'll be ever so eager for the fall again. Next week is the week for contest standings, and then the next bulletin will be April 17th. Have your supremacy ratings in for that one. This time, we will be listing information about your African verios. So far only three lists of delinquent stations have been received. If you want to join in our efforts to get some of those verios in, please send me your list of "over-due" reports on foreign stations. We will list them, probably April 17th, and then anyone who has a recent verio will send along the information as to signer and correct address. How about it, fellows? It will be helping you, not me.

Now, let's take a look at what has been reported this week.

NORTH AMERICA

VIRGIN ISLANDS—SJ and your editor both noticed WSTA (1340) Charlotte Amalie, testing behind the DX special from WO4F at 0431 on 5/8. Hope you follow who need him were all on the job.

CUBA—News from two Cuban stations. HSW has logged CHCA (1150) Havana on 3/19 between 0200 and 0500 with classical music, both vocal and instrumental, Hal says they were asking for listeners' reports. Hope lots of you heard him. The second station in the news this week is CNOW (1290) Havana, which has verified for your editor via a reply card using Cuban stamps already affixed. Schedule is given as 16 hrs., with no testing period and a power of 1 Kw. As usual, the signature is hopelessly unreadable.

COSTA RICA—Last North American item this week is from RA who reports an airmail letter verio in from TIEP (833) in Spanish. The signer is Alejandro Alvarado Piza, Administrador Goronto.

SOUTH AMERICA

BRAZIL—Brazilians seem to be better just now than they have been for a while. Your editor heard PRE-9 (1200) Ffortaleza at 0400 on 5/18 with clock striking seven. Also well heard on 3/22 was PR99 (1100) Sao Paulo. RA reports a verio via airmail registered letter in English from PR99 (840). A long and descriptive letter of all, FM, and SW outlets signed by Samir Razik, Director Assistente. A 400th anniversary pamphlet of Sao Paulo also included. It cost them 1180 cruzeiros, whereas surface rate is 40 cr.

PERU—Also from RA another registered airmail verio, this time from OAX4X, a QSL card (pink beauty) signed by Jose Caverio, Director Goronto. RA notes that he has five verios back for his five South American reports this season. (Your editor's comment is RAH)

VENEZUELA—And last from South America is SJ's report of having logged Y2KU (880) at 0145 on 3/8.

URUGUAY—He, forget this one, also from SJ. He notes that GX28 (1090) was on all morning on 3/8.

EUROPE

FRANCE—SJ notes that TA's were fairly good again on 3/8 with French stations noted, as well as BBC.

YUGOSLAVIA—SW notes that his verio from Zagreb (1133) has arrived and brought a new country to his growing totals.

MOLDAVIA S. S. R.—RA reports a very interesting verio via airmail from Moscow for his report to Kishinev (998). Frequency is not mentioned, but it is a definite verio. The signer is I Petrov, Letters Dept. Two photo postal cards also sent.

NOTE: KM says that Europeans are still coming into New Zealand during evening hours, 1205, 1405, French and Rome 1331 all heard.
UGANDA—"Radio Australia" says that Kampala Broadcasting Service of Uganda, is now on the air on 971 Kcs., with a power of 1000 watts, between 1500 and 1630 GMT. Also on 5026 Kcs., with 500 watts. [RC]

TANGIER—SJ notes that Tangier (1232) was among the TAs heard on the 3/8 opening.

ASIA

CYPRUS—XM reports a station on 685 Kcs., heard in Arabia, which he believes to be Cyprus, but no positive identification.

OCEANIA

GUAM—KUAM, the new Agana station on 510 Kcs., with 1 Kw. was heard testing with excellent signal for power. Requests reports and phone calls to 12-278. Said will be on with regular program shortly. [KM]

AUSTRALIA—2NX (1360) Bolivar (8 Kw.) and 2NM (1460) Muswellbrook, both in NSW, the latter with 500 watts are both on the air with good signals. All correspondence should go to 2NX-2NM, Box 501F, Post Office, Newcastle, N. South Wales. Verdis by nice card. [KM] 2KF (680) is also on the air with good signal. This is a 13 Kw. ABC relay station. [KM] 2RF (1600) Wanganatta, also heard testing the morning of 3/8 with 1 Kw. Go on the air permanently on March 26 or 27, has only fair signal for 1 Kw. [KM]

NEW ZEALAND—From SJ the following. He has logged 1YZ (800) for a report at 0400 on 3/8, and also heard 4YA (780) with good signal on 3/8 at 0405 and again on 3/15, bothered by W9EM QRM intermittent carrier.

MYSTERY

SJ notes he heard signals which might have been TF's on 3/8 on 640, 660, 830, 850, 860, and 1560 Kcs.

KM notes an unknown station on 730 Kcs., with power at least 100 Kw. Japanese or similar type music. No announcements. Signs off at 1740 GMT (1240 EST) no identification or anthem. Ken thinks some of you Pacific Coast lists may have heard him.

REPORTERS

SI—Steve Johnson, Box 148, Hazel Grove, Maryland.


AO—Herbert Campbell, P. O. Box 73, Athens, Pennsylvania.

RA—Roger Anderson, 5700 Eighth Road North, Arlington 5, Virginia.


JN—Harold S. Williams, 60 Third Avenue, Seymour, Connecticut.

FROM OVERSEAS

K. A. Hackett, Divisional Engineer Office, Post and Telegraph Dept., Dunedin, New Zealand—Just a few lines with news and seeking some. Have been DXing on 3 occasions since last letter. Got KUAM on FT, it is really good. GN (610) on 3/3 sign-offs; channel was clear at 3AM except for KVIC regular test. KABC (750), KBN (810), and a second report to KIK1, who has a tremendous signal for 260 watts. Had a shot at some Europeans too. No have been hearing them of an evening as well as at dawn, this being the first time this has been recorded. Rest of an evening are France 1205, 1405, and Rome 1531. Several more Australians have gone all night (Down there too—FT) but I don't think this is of much use to you, so won't list them. Have any YSDF variances come to light yet? (No—FT) No sign of one here yet. Do hope it comes as this will be a new country for me. (Nice to hear that you are still at the dials, Ken.)

Steve Johnson notes that 3/8 was an exceptional DX morning and to prove it lists BSC (1151) O138, Tangier (1232) CE15, KUAM (1340) O250, GM28 (1050) O200, and 19A (660) O400, all continents but Asia in 2½ hours. And that brings us to the end of the page and the end of the DX until for another week. Don't forget those lists of delinquents.